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The field of Federal labor-management relations has undergone a major culture change over the

last six years.

A new prognun began In 1993 that changed the nature of Federal labor relations,

aff
ected virtually every Federal agency, and empowered more than one million Federal
employees.

The prognun is called "labor-management partnership."

The Federal labor-management relations program

the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA).

was statutorily established undes Title VII of

CSRA provided Federal employees the statuto,y

right to unionize, ba,gain collectively, and participate with agency management In making
decisions aff
ecting working cooditions. (FLRA, 1988) Today there are over 125 Federal unions
representing 60 percent of the Federal wodaorce.

Thal equates to 1.3 million civilian, non

postal employees, or 80 percent of the wodaorce that is eligible to participate in federal unions.
(OPM, 1997)

The leehnical minutiae of the Fe<kral Service Labor-Management Relations Statute and the

judicial process that grew after 1978 resulted in a situation characterized by excessive red tape,

escalating costs, and an ineffective, adversarial bargaining process. The U.S. General
Accowiting Office (GAO) reported in 1991 that the Federal labor-management relations program

was not working well.

GAO characterized Federal ba,gainlng processes as, "too adversarial,

bogged down by litigation over minute details, plagued by slow and lengthy dispute resolutioo,
andweakenedbypoormanagement" (GA0, 1991)

Labor-management partnenhip had Its genesis in the work of the Clintoo Administration's
National Performance Review (NPR). NPR began on March 3, 1993, when President Clinton
announced a review of the Federal government that examined both agencies and cross-cutting
systems such as budgeting, procurement and personnel. The NPR's goal was to "move the
Federal government from red tape to results to creete a government that works better and costs
less." NPR concluded that the Federal government must, "overcome the barrier of adversarial
relationships that bind labor and management to non-cooperation." (NPR, 1993)

NPR noted that f
our key principles commooly cbaraclori,.e high-performing organizations and

that they should be applied to the Federal government

Those principles included cutting red

tape, putting customers f
irst, empowering employees to get results, and getting back to basics.
Partnership sprang forth from the third principle, empowering employees to get results. The
NPR found that

•

employees want to participate in decisions that affect their work;

•

quality organlrations require full and equal worker and union participation; and

•

the current collective bargaining program promotes and maintains adversarial
relationships.

(NPR, 1993)

It was within this syslom of stow, lengthy, adversarial and costly Federal bargaining and dispute
resolution that NPR recommended to the President that he establish labor-management
partnerships as an Administration goal and create the National Partnership Council to champion
this goal.

President Clintoo issned Executive Order 12871, Labor-Management Partnerships on

October I, 1993 (Appendix A). The Ordercalled fur the establishment of anew fonn oflabor
management relations to promote partnership principles in order to change from an adversarial to

a collabonlive relationship between the parties.

Under the Executive Order, agency beads are

required to:

•

create labor-management partnerships al appropriate levels;

•

involve employees and their union representatives u full partners in accomplishing

•

provide training in consensual methods of dispute resolution;

their mission;

•

bargain over work methods. technology, and organiMtiooal staffing patterns; and

•

evaluate progress and improvements in organizatiooal perfonnance resulting from
partnership activities.

The Executive Order created the Natiooal Partnership Council (NPC) to advise the Preaident on

labor relations malters; support labor-management partnerships; propose legislative changes in

various human reaource managernenl programs; and work to implement the NPR's
recommendations. (E.O. 12871)

The thirteen-member National Partnership Council is comprised of representatives from

management, unions, and "neutral" agencies.

Management representatives include Deputy

Secretary-level leaders from lhe Department of the Treasury, the Deportment of Defense, the
Department of Labor, and the Office of Management and Budget.
Office of Persoonel Management chairs the Council.

The Director of the U.S.

Union leaders on the NPC include the

Presidents of the three largest Federal labor unions: the American Federation of Govermnent
Employees, the Natiooal Federation of Federal Employees, and the Natiooal Treasury
Employees Union, as well as a representative from the AFL-CIO Public Employee Department.
Neutral representatives include the Chair of the Federal Labor Relations Authority and the
Director of the Federal Medlation and Conciliation Service.

Also on the Council are the

Presideota of the Federal Managers Association and the Senior Executives Association.

The NPC's goal is to institutionalm, labor-management partnerships in Federal agencies for the
purpose of creating a govemmeot lhal "works better and costs leas." (NPC, 1994)

Each y-the

Council develops a Strategic Action Plan to move closer to accomplishing this goal. Among the
Council's strategic and ongoing activities are:

I.

The collection, communication and utilization of data and information illustrating the

successes oflabor and management working in partnership to improve efficiency,

effectiveness, and customer service.

2.

The development of programs to explore barriers and impediments to the formation and

success of partnerships, and the development of training activities and incentives to
oven:ome barriers.

3.

The measurement and evaluation of partnership activities and their impact on Federal

agency operations.

(NPC, 1994-1998)
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PartnLnhip Colllf1"1tncy Study

Background

The National Partnership Council's role from 1993 to 1997 could be described as that of a
"cheerleader" fot psrtnership. The Council conducted .-eseatch on Federal labor relations,
sponsored an annual government-wide awatd fot outstanding psrtnerships, and hosted monthly
meetings across the country in which successful regional psrtnership activities were highlighted.
These efforts were necessary leadership functions to bring about the culture change that wss
needed at that time.

The Council's focus began to shift in late 1997.

Union leaders from the throe latgeat Federal

unions and the AFL-CJO Public Employee Department became more publicly vocal and critical
about the numbet of agencies where psrtnership wss not taking root Many union leaders

believed agencies were giving "lip service" to partnership with no intention of actively
psrtnering with theit unions. These complaints became more and mote frequent in the press and
government trade publications.

By late 1997, the unions formally called fot the NPC to provide

more leadership, and direct intervention if necessary, to make partnership a reality everywhere.

Responding swiftly to the demands fot mote leadership, the Council's 1998 Strategic Action
Plan (Appendix B) reflected a shift in the Council's role.

The NPC went from being a

"cheerleader" to providing direct resources and assistance to labor-management partners.

For

the f
irst time, the Council defined fot itself a mote bands-on approach to eatablishing effective

partnerships throughout the Federal government

One of the Council's strategic objectives was

to ''promote nuts-and-bolts skills-building among labot-management partners." (NPC 1998

Strategic Action Plan) This objective wss implemented through a series of skills-building
wotkshops conducted in May, June and July 1998 in Baltimore, Matyland, Atlanta, Geotgia, and
Denver, Colorado.

More than two hundred labot and management representatives attended the

sessions.

The wotkshops
since 1993.

wete

well received, and appll!U'® to fill a skills-building "void" that had existed

F0t the fitst time, seniot administration and union officials had developed and

The NPC members

deliveted a psrtnership cutriculum fot targeted labor-manegement groups.

themselves attended the workshops, and personally conducted debriefs and town hall meetings to
provide feedback to working groups.

From the enthusiasm and positive feedback of attendees,

there evolved a desire on the part of the NPC to provide even more infonnation and assistance to
labot-managetnent partners.

In addition to providing skills-building to create effective partnerships, the Council wanted to
expand its teach and educate the widet Federal audience about partnership.

If the Council was to

be truly successful in fulfilling its objectives, then it needed to capture vital skills infotmalion
and communicate that infotmalion to more than just two hundred people.

Therefore, in late 1998

the Council developed a plan fot a "Skills-Building Handbook" to build upon the skills-building
wotkshops and incorporate practical infotmalion fot psrtnetS to use in theit day-to-day
psrtnership wo,k. The purpose of this study is to define a psrtnership competency framewo,k
that may serve as the basis for a skills-building publication or series of training workshops.
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Sjgnjficance of the Study

It is well known among labor, management and neutral practitioners that the key to success in

labor-management relations is a commitment to cooperation, and that partnership and teamwork
are necessary to achieve that commitment

However, adequate attention has not been paid to the

overall competencies required for truly effective partoerships.

The partoership process involves

joint education, shared objectives, skill determination, and skill development of the people

involved in the relationship.

This study will focus on skill determ.laation, and will follow the

basic premise that interaction, innovation, teamwork, and issue resolution competencies are
among the most vital.

Although much anecdotal information about partoership exists, the Federal government is in
need of a systematic approach to partoership skill determination.

First, the skills and

competencies necessary for effective partoership must be identified.

Only then may those

competencies be linked to training objectives and ultimately translated into a format that the
National Partnership Council can deliver to the entire Federal community.

This study will identify the competencies (knowledge, skills and abilities) required for effective
partoerships.

It will use structured interviews, as outlined in the methodology section, to develop

a Partnership Competency Framework. The framework will reflect the content or nature of
labor-management partoership (responsibilities, roles, and functions of the parties). On its own,

the framework may serve as a practicel guideline for agencies or individuals to identify training
objectives that must be met in their own organizations.

Once labor and management

representatives have identified skill gaps and obtained partnership training, they will be better
able to institutionaliu partoership to improve agency operations and employee quality of work
life.

Furthermore, the findings may be used to develop a haodbook or guide to skills-building

that could be published by groups such as the National Partnership Council.
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There is a rich amount of literature in the field of labor-management relations, in the elements

that constitute effective work groups and employee involvement programs, and in the benefits of
labor-management cooperation.

There is not, however, a vast amount of literature on the

competencies and skills necessary to sustain effective labor-management cooperation. A review
of tho literature will help to build on existing labor relations and group process research to
develop a better understanding of the role that skill and compmncy development play in
successful partnership endeavors.

The U.S. Office of Persoonel Management, the Federal government's human resource agency,
defines "competency" as "the knowledge and skills, usually grouped by content category, that
enable individuals to do certain types ofworlc." (OPM, 1992) Because labor-management
partnership is a relatkmship among individuals who represent a variety of labor and management
interests, this section begins with a literature review of the basic components of effective group

process. It then explores the emergence of various participative programs and their components.
From this research, one may gain a better understanding of the underlying competencies and
skills that are required to sustain effective labor-management partnerships.

Effective work groups in organirntions

Labor-management partnerships are relationships in which the parties communicate and make
decisions. The partnership arrangement in 1he Federal government has manifest itself in working
groups, partnership councils, labor-management committees, and other such groups.

The

common variable is that at some level, the partnership relaJionship ls enacted through joint
labor-management work groups. Therefore, research on effective work groups is a useful
starting point from which to explore labor-management partnership skills and competencies,

becanse it highlights the determinants of effective group decision-making. There are abundant
theoretical perspectives on understanding and designing effective groups.

This section will

provide an overview of the most useful findings.

A review of the literature indicates that task accomplishment (outputs) and quality of social
interaction (members' interpe=ual relations) are both used to define group effectiveness.
(Gladstein, 1984) Because of the interactive and strong communications aspect of labor
management partnership, this is a useful model for Federal sector labor-management groups.

Four phases of group decision-making

Guu.o reviewed a number of research models to show that: (a) the properties of the task
confronting a group play an important role in determining the group's effectiveness, and (b) the

resources embedded in the group indisputably determine effectiveness.

The nature of the task

dictates the appropriateness of various performance strategies used by the group.
the task, certain performance strategies will be more effective than others.

Depending on

The task is important

also becanse of its motivational properties. This means that motivation will be high when
important issues are addressed.

Resources are important because insufficient skill, expertise, or

strength for a task could lead to failure.

(Guu.o, 1986)
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Guzzo writes that there are four phases of group decision-making:

intelligence, design, choice,

and review. The phases are a useful lens with which to view labor-management group process,
because they allow for consideration of various performance strategies and decision-making

tools. Furthennore, the decision-making tools are a basis f
or synthesizing partnership skills and
competencies.

Table I provides an overview of the four phases of group decision-making and

the tools or techniques that may be used during each phase:

Table I
Group Process and Techniques•

Deelslon-Mllldn• Phase

Deelslon-MakinR Teehnlnue

Intelligence

Force-Field Analysis
Brainstonnina

Design

Brainstorming
Nominal Group Technique
Interest-Based Problem Solving

Choice

Decision Matrix
Interest-Based Problem Solvino

Review

Post-choice rationalization

'(Guw>, 1986)

The first step in the decision making process is the lnlelligence phase.

Intelligence is concerned

with identifying the circumstances calling for a decision (e.g., crises, problem resolution, or

opportunity for new and innovative actions).

Strategies for identifying problems lie in the basic

principle of determining the difference between "what is" and "what should be."

Force Field Analysis.

One technique commonly used for organizing information about a

problem is force field analysis.

This technique requires groups to define as precisely as

possible the discrepancy between present and desired conditions.

The members must

specify "driving" and "restraining" forces as they pertain to desired outcomes, and assess
the relative strengths of each.

Brainstorming. This technique can be used in the intelligence phase of decision-making
to identify problems and in the design phase to identify opportunities to solve problems.

Brainstorming allows the parties to generate alternative courses of action. It relies on

four essential rules:

(I) no criticism; (2) freewheeling is welcomed; (3) generate as many

ideas as possible; and (4) combining and improving already-stated ideas is desired.

The next step in the decision-making process is the Design phase.
developing, and assessing possible courses of action.

It deals with creating,

Design activities provide alternatives, and

can take brief or extensive periods of time, depending on the scope and familiarity with the
problem.

Nominal Group Technique (NGT).

NGT may be applicable when alternative courses of

action are desirable. NGT imposes a sequence of steps that control interaction among
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group members during decision-making. First, members work silently in generating their

own lists of alternative solutions. Then they report in round-robin fashion the alternative
they generated individually. These are recorded publicly, and talking is not pennitted.

Then group members seek clarification from one another on the alternatives on the
master list.

The last step is members select a single alternative by voting. NGT imposes

structure and allows effective decision-making by limiting discussion.

lnterem-Based Problem Solving (!BPS).

!BPS is a six-step problem solving model that

centers on the following principles: a) separate the people from the problem; b) focus on

interests, not positions; c) develop options for mutual gain; and d) use objective criteria to
judge options.

(Fisher and Ury, 1991) !BPS bas application during the choice phase of

decision-making.

The third step in the decision-making process is Choice.

Choice involves selecting one course of

action from the range of possibilities generated during the design phase.

There are many ideas

for managing group interaction during the choice phase to enhance effectiveness.

One of the

most popular is the decision matrix:

Decision Matrix. The decision matrix is a means of systematically arraying alternatives
wider consideration and the attributes, positive and negative, of the alternatives.

This

process allows comparisons among the alternatives and helps facilitate decision-making.

Review is the fourth and final phase of decision-making in which group members monitor past
choices both to see if chosen courses of action were properly implemented and to detennine if
new decisions must be made.

Post-choice rationalization.

Research has shown that groups spend considerable energy

justifying a choice once it has been made.

Post-choice rationalization can be useful in

that it can build commitment to the decision and may sustain efforts to implement it
However, the negative aspects are that objectivity may be lost and the need for new
decision making may be missed.

Group tasks

and performance

In looking al group activities, McGrath also developed a model of activities or tasks that is

relevant to labor-management partnership groups. This model is similar to Guzzo's in that it
looks al the various tasks performed by groups:

I.

Generating plans (planning tasks)

2.

Generating ideas (creativity tasks)

3.

Choosing correct answers (problem-solving or intellective tasks)

4.

Choosing preferred answers (decision-making tasks)

5.

Resolving conflicts of viewpoint (cognitive conflict tasks)

6.

Resolving conflicts of Interest (mixed-motive or negotiating tasks)

7.

Executing tasks (performance)
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McGrath's model incorporates four related task perfonnance processes: to generate, to choose,
to resolve and to execute.

(McGrath, 1984) This model is also valuable in looking at the

processes that labor-management partners undertake in a partnership relationship.

Emergence of need for new competencies under partnershjp

Kochan et al explored clwiging workplace industrial relations in unionized settings and union

involvement in strategic business decisions. The authors showed evidence that labor relations
are strained in many workplaces as a result of workplace and msrlcet changes, innovation, and
competition.

They found that unions and companies respond to these pressures through changes

at the level of contract negotiations.

(Kochan, 1986) The lesson from their research is that

changes in collective bargaining often have a close tie to changes underwsy at the workplace

level. They offer a useful model for effective labor-management programs.

Kochan et al found that change is introduced jointly by labor and management as they respond to
workplace pressures. They found that workplace changes introduced jointly have two
objectives:

•

to increase the participation and involvement of individuals and informal worlc groups so

as to overcome adversarial relations and increase employee motivation, commitment, and
problem-solving potential; and

•

to alter the organization of work so as to simplify work rules, lower costs, and increase

flexibility in the management ofhwnan resources.

This model, in which change is introduced jointly by labor and management to respond to a
changing workplace, applies directly to the Federal government.

Agencies are currently faced

with shrinking budgets and resources, and must work with their union partners to find inoovative

ways to save money and better serve their customers.

Research shows that workplace innovations and participative programs in the private sector have

had a variety oflabels such as "quality of working life," quality circles, employee involvement,
labor-management participation teams, and operating teams.

(Kochan, 1986) These very same

programs have existed in the Federal government No matter what they are called, they vary in
scope and success. The range of programs can be described as follows:

1.

2.

they focus primarily on workplace issues;

they go beyond workplace issues to address work-organization issues and are linked to

collective bargaining issues; and

3.

they go on to an even broader agenda and are linked to strategic issues.

This framework is useful for determining the variety of skills necessary for partnership, because
partnership arches across all the entire range of possibilities. As shown in Table 2, Kochan's
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framework can be applied to Federal labor-management partnerships.

The components of each

of the three approaches are a starting point for determining partnership competencies.

Table2
Types of Partnenblp Programs'

Program

Limikd

Link,,/ to C
olkcth,e

Link,,/ to Stratqk

Co--,.,,ents

Focus

B-ttbtin•

r....,

Quality circles

Components f
ocused

Enhancod-loyco-

on the workplace

sup«VUJOr oonununication

Worker attitude

Quality circles

Functional Business Teams

Compon- f
ocu,cd

Enhanoed employee-

Workforce restructuring

on colloctive

supervisor communication

bargammg

Compensation issues

Worker .ttitudc smveys
Information

Qua]ity circles

Functional Business Teams

Paformancc management

F.ruwlOCd employee,.

Workforce restructuring

Business process-

Components on strategic issues

supervisor oonummi.cation

-.m«ring
Compensation issues

Worker attitude surveys

Union participation in
Information

executive ol•nnina

(adapled from Kochan, et,!, 1916)

Based on the research of Kochan et al, worl<place-level partnerships, standing alone, do not
achieve high performance and improved customer service. Innovations at all three levels:
workplace-level processes, changes in the process and outcomes of collective bargaining, and
worker participation in strategic management decision making, must be integrated to achieve
high perfonnance.

Developing and delivering training for labor-management groups

Two well-known experts in labor-management cocperation, Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton, write
that effective labor-management joint efforts demand new understanding of content areas and

cocperative processes. (Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton, 1993) Training is necessary, they write,
because it builds skills in the specific areas necessary to meet the goals and objectives of

cooperation. The authors maintain that different kinds of union-management programs require
different kinds of skill training, as outlined in Figure I:
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Figure I
1

Tbe Focus of Unlon·Maaagement Tninlag

If the focus is

on labor
managemeot

committees

for joint

Training is required in:
Union-management cooperation processes;

Joint problem-solving; and
Meeting management

problem

solving

If the focus is

on creative

ways to
undertake

collective

Training is I'CQ.Yired in:
Statutory framework; and
Generating and costing out alternatives.

bargaining

If the focus

is on product
quality

Trajnjpg is reqyired in;
Various analysis techniques; and
Improving and monitoring quality.

'(Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton, 1993)

This approach is congruous to Kochan et al in that it explores the range of topics or tasks that
labor-management groups may focus on, from problem-solving to collective bargaining matters,
and ultimately to the very quality of the product or service produced.

Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton also offer a useful model of skills-building based on the notion that
it is the audience that determines the training.

Table 3 outlines their model of partnership, which

is broad because it encompasses all stakeholders in the organization:
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Table3
1

Wbo Receives Wbat Kind of Skllls-Bulldlng?

Audience

Trainin�

Labor-management governing

Labor-management cooperation

bodies

processes:

problem-solving;

program governance; management
processes/skills.

Key union, supervisory, and

General orientation to the

management personnel

program; backgrolUld on

employee participation.

Cross-section of employees

General orientation to the

at all levels

program; background on
employee participation.

Labor and management

Roles end responsibilities of

coordinators/facilitators

facilitators; how groups work;
problem-solving techniques.

Labor and management

Leadership skills; how groups

group leaders

work; problem-solving

techniques

Program participants

Group decision-making; problem

solving techniques; orientation to
cooperation and what it means.

'(Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton, 1993)

The particular skill set needed by a group is a function of the gap between what the group needs
to know or be able to do and what each of them already knows or can do.

Cohen-Rosenthal and

Burton write that training and skills-development goals should be made jointly by tbe unlon

managemcnt partncn.

This approach maximizes understanding of, support for, and

commitment to cooperation.

{Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton, 1993)

The general goals and objectives of skills-building should parallel the goals and objectives of the
overall program.

The parties should think in terms of what they should be able to do and what

kinds of attitudes they should exhibit As the group develops learning objectives, specific

subleaming objectives begin to take shape.

For example, consider the following objective and

subobjectives:
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Objective

Subobjectives

:::;.. Function as an effective

•Conducting effective meetings

steering committee

•Identifying roles and
responsibilities of group
members
•Planning, monitoring and
evaluating activities
•Working well together
•Collective bargaining vs.
cooperation

Emergence of increased demand for union skills

This approach has been studied and embraced by a number of researchers.

Bany and Irving

Bluestone write extensively on a model oflabor-management partnership in which labor and
management take joint action on all decisions of the organization, both workplace and strategic.
(Bluestone, l 992) In their model, this relationship is captured and commwtlcated in an
"Enterprise Contract," a fonnal, legally binding, negotiated contract between labor and
management

The authors show that a growing number of studies conclude that participative

systems are more efficient than authoritarian ones. Unions, they say, could be the key to
expanding worker responsibilities and increasing business's competitive advantage.

The Bluestones' model calls for input from labor in the core functions of the organization:
finance (control over money), personnel (control over workers), procurement (control over
materials), production of products and services, distribution of products and services, and
leadership/planning.

While this model does not easily apply to the Federal sector because of the

legal framework for collective bargaining in which the subjects of bargaining are clearly laid out,
it does offer insight into the competencies that would be necessary for effective partnership.

The authors raise the issue of expertise in terms of putting the "Enterprise Contract" into
practice. They discuss the notion of worker and wtlon expertise necessacy to deal with such
complex issues as pricing policy, finance, or the introduction of new technology. They note that
workers and union representatives possess a great deal of knowledge about production methods,
quality improvement, and needed innovation.

They also note that strategic involvement of union

partners may require "retooling" of union officials, for example, to be "multicraftcd" in both the
grievance process and the "fundamentals of double-entry accounting." (Bluestone, 1992) They
write that in a relatively brief period of time, a combination of internal training, outside
classroom experience, and the hiring of consultants could bring a union up to speed in many of
the intricacies of strategic decision-making.

Management skills defined

If one were to adopt the Bluestone's model for partnership, then research into management
development and training may yield a useful competency framework for labor-management
groups.

Researchers note that effective management is rooted in knowledge, attitudes and skills.
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Hawrylyshyn defines knowledge as retained observations, facts, and interrelationships.
defines attitudes as predispositions to act and react in predictable ways.

He

Finally, he defines skills

as "the ability to do things. to use knowledge, to mobiliz.e resources in order to carry out certain
activities and accomplish specific tasks." (Hawrylyshyn, 1993)

These three factors are interrelated and influence one another.

However, the process by which

individuals acquire knowledge, attitudes and skills varies significantly.

Knowledge is acquired

through a cognitive, intellectual process. Attitudes are acquired through experiential

conditioning and an affective, emotional process.

Skills are acquired through practice.

For each

of these learning processes, there are unique learning methods that should be followed.

To decide what skills are required for effective management, Hawrylyshyn writes, one must

analyze the content of managers' work and the activities they have to carry out.
illustrates the relationships between activities and key skills of managers.

Flgure2
1
Relatlomhlp Between Managerial Activities and Skills

Activities

Skills

Perceiving problems or
opportunities

Sensitive perception

J.

Gathering data

Sense of relevance

J

Analyzing problems or

Diagnostic (analytical)

opportunities

skill

J.

Fonnulating
alternatives

Creativity

J.

Deciding (choosing
among) alternatives

Decisiveness

.L
Implementing

Leadership skills

decisions

(communicating,
motivating)

1

(Hawrylyshyn, 1993)
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Figure 2

Hawiylyshyn's model reinforces the findings of Gu7.7.o, McGrath and Kochan, who found that
skills flow from tasks or activities performed by groups. Because the model looks at

management skills, it is useful also in comparison to Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton's, as well as
the Bluestones', notion that union expertise in traditional management areas is necessary for
effective workplace partnership.

OPM's Management Excellence Framework

Focusing on the notion that truly effective labor-management cooperative efforts require all
participants to become competent in traditional "management" areas, the next challenge is to
dctcrmine what those competencies might encompass.

Tho U.S. Office of Personnel

Management (OPM) developed a set of management compelencies needed by Federal

executives, managers, and supervisors to effectively perform the requirements of their
government positions. (U.S. OPM, 1990) The U.S. government applies these competencies to

employees in senior positions across the government

When viewed in context with the research

on labor-management relations (i.e., management skills and competencies are necessary for

everyone involved in partnership activities), they provide yet another lens with which to view
partnership requirements.

The OPM competencies were developed to describe the human qualities or characteristics

associated with tho effective performance of managerial tasks.

This framework defines Federal

managerial excellence and leadership in terms of22 competencies in four levels:

Table 4
1

OPM Management Competencies

Level 1:

Basic Competencies

written communications
oral communications

problem solving
interpersonal skills
flexibility

decisiveness
leadership
sclf-<lirection
technical competence (procedures, regulations, ete.)

Level 2:

Supenisory Competencies

managing diverse workforce
conflict management
influencing/negotiating

hwnan resource management
team building
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Level 3:

Managerial Competencies

creative thinking
planning and evaluating

financial development
client orientation
tochnology management
management conlrols/'mtegrity

Level

,4:

Executive Competencies

vision
external a
wareness

1

(U.S. OPM, 1990)

Summary of the Literature

Although not specifically focused on Federal labor-management partnership skills and
competeru,ies, the literature provides valuable insights and a general direction for research into
the partnership arena. The research highlighted in this section may be summarized into two

broad statements:

•

Group tasks dictate the tools or strategies used by a group.

Depending on the task,

certain performance strategies wilt be more effective than others.

•

Labor-management groups address a variety of issues that fall along a wide spectrum.
Depending on the sophistication of the organiVltion and its members, the group may
address immediate worlq,lace/worker (traditional "union") issues, or it may address

an anay of bottom-line and mission-critical (traditional "management") issues.

When

the group focuses on the latter, each member must be prepared to use classic

"management" skills and competencies to be en effective participant in the process.

The vital backdrop to these conclusions is what is occurring in the Federal sector.

The National

Partnership Council has conducted research on the types of issues addressed by labor
management partnerships, and found that labor-management partnerships are, indeed, discussing
issues that can be described as traditional "management" subjects.

Figures 3 and 4 provide an

overview of the ''traditional" and "non-traditional" issues handled by partnership councils:
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Figure3

"Traditional" Issues Handled by Partnerships
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Figure4

"Non-Traditional" Issues Handled
by Partnerships
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Methodology

I.

Overview of Analytical Approach

In choosing a methodology to determine the competencies necessary for effective partnerships, it
is helpful to focus the analysis to detennine the most appropriate data and information collection
methods.

Because there are a number of questions that might be asked relative to partnership

skills and competencies, the analytical approach used for this study will be based on the
Department of Health and Hwnan Services' (HHS) training needs assessment model. The
analytical approach for this study is outlined in Table 5 below:

Table 5
Analytical Approach for This Study'

Determine the focus of the

{
Adlpled from the U.S. Dqmtmcot of Health and Human Scrvku, 1995)

Step I -Determine the focus of the competency

assessment

One cannot begin to address the skills and competencies necessary for effective partnerships
without first determining the focus of the assessment

What is the scope of the study? What

groups are responsible for implementing partoership? What are the qualities of those groups that
lead to "effective" partoerships? Depending on the answers to these questions and the scope of
partnership under consideration, appropriate methods of analysis and data collection methods
may be determined.

According to Cohen-Rosenthal and Burton, a variety of groups are responsible for effective
partnership in the workplace (see page I 0).

Under the model offered by these experts, the focus

of a skills or competency assessment may be on identifying the potential lesrning needs of all

employees within an organirntion; on all employees who fall within an organizational unit; or on
all individuals who fall within one or more specific job categories (e.g., labor relations
specialists, managers, or union representatives).

The scope of this study is narrowly defined based on the Federal experience.

Executive Order

12871 directs agencies to form partnership bodies whose responsibility it is to promote
partnership and make it a viable part of each agency's operations.

The National Par1nership

Council, the lesdership group at the top of the govermnent's partnership efforts, provided the
following guidance to agencies in 1994 shortly after the issuance of the Executive Order:

Par1nership councils should be estsblished at appropriate levels, which generally would

include offices and inst.allations that have the authority to deal with one or more
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bargaining units. They may also be established at the national level or major sub

component of an agency.
committees.

Partnership councils can be based on existing councils or

Depending on the workload of an organization, councils may have planning

and working groups and subgroups, based on the needs or desires of the council,

(NPC,

July 1994)

Partnership bodies have surfaced in the Federal sector in the fonn of partnership councils at

virtually all levels of agencies. They exist at the headquarters, regional, local and other levels,
depending on the needs of the parties. Almost 78% of respondents to the Council's 1997 labor
management relations climate survey indicated that a partnership council or agreement had been
established for the bargaining unit for which they were responsible (based on a 668 person
sample). (NPC, December 1997)

To remain within the framework of partnership as ouUined by the Executive Onler and
subsequent NPC guidance, this study will focus on labor and management representatives who

participate in partnership co"ncils or conunitlt!a.

While the theoretical application of

partnership requires a broad focus (organization-wide implementation including top leadership
and work unit levels), this study will analyu partnership skills and competencies within the

context of the Federal experience-- partnership councils and committees.

Sten 2

Select a method gf 1•1ML1 for

detegpiniag urtnershlo compdencies:

The information obtained in Step 1 helps point to the appropriate method of analysis to use in
Step 2.

Several methods of conducting skill needs assessments could be considered for Step 2:

An organirotional survey is a general, periodic

question:

needs assessment that answers the

What kinds of organizational events and conditions will have implications for

partnership? A questionnaire instrument could be used to gsther this information.

A work grou,p

as.czessment

is a method that addresses the needs of a specific group of

labor-management partners.

It generally requires the analysis, or development and

analysis, of data relating to the perfonnance levels of members of the target group.

An assessment conunittee that consists of labor, management and neutral representatives

can serve as a conduit for information regarding partnership skills needs.
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A task analysis can be performed in order to define learning needs within specific
member roles. This generslly involves analyzing the tasks that constitute ajob, examples

of correct and incorrect perfonnance, and problems individuals encounter in performing
their jobs.

A knowledge, skills and abilities (KSi\) model is an assessment tool that uses a list of
knowledge, skills, and abilities to determine the learning needs of an individual or group
of individuals.

An individual needs owroach is a variation of the KSA approach that is tailored to

measure the competency levels of individual employees.

Because participants in partnership councils/committees are the focus of this study, the task
analysis method will be used.

I.

Several other factors add to the overs!! value of this approach:

Although task analysis generslly applies to specific groups and individuals, there are
commonalities among all partnership councils vis-A-vis their structures and membership;

2.

The National Partnership Council has already conducted resesrch on the types of tasks
performed by labor-management councils, which can be used further analyze this study's
findings;

3.

Direct researcher experience facilitating partnership councils provides yet another layer
of analysis to further analy,:e findings; and

4.

The desired result of this study is a body of work that communicates specific
competencies required for effective partnerships.

Task analysis will yield specific

information about partnership competencies.

Step 3 - Select a data cglleetfon method.

The method of assessment selected helps determine how data might be collected. The method

used to collect competency data also depends on such factors as the information needed, the
accessibility of participants/subjects, the attitudes of participants/subjects toward assessment, and
the type of data acceptsble.

Common data collection methods include:

Interviews can be structured or unstructured.

S1ructured interviews use pre-established

questions, and arc read to the interviewees or provided to them.

Unstructured interviews

often have some guiding questions, but depend on the interviewer to probe and follow up.
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More data may be obtainod from these types of interviews, although combining
information from individuals is difficult Interviews may be a mixture of both structured

and unstructured fonnats.

They can be conducted face-to-face or by telephone, at the

work site or away from it.

The subject of interviews may be a sample of a target group,

or may include everyone concerned.

Focus group discussions can focus on role analysis, group problem analysis, group goal
setting, or any number of tasks or themes (e.g., ''needs of middle management for
partnership skills").

Que,,tionnaire,, can be surveys or polls of a random or stratified sample of respondents, or
an entire population. They can use a variety of question fonnats (e.g., open-ended,
forced-choice, and priority ranking).

Expert consultations involve obtaining information from individuals who, by virtue of

their formal or informal standing, are in a good position to know the learning needs of a
given group (e.g., management, unions, neutrals),

Once identified, such consultants can

provide information by means of interviews, questionnaires, or group discussions.

Observation may be as technical as conducting a time-motion study or as function- or
behavior-specific as observing an individual interacting with partners at a meeting. It can

be used to distinguish between effective and ineffective forms of behavior, organinrtional
structures,

and/or processes.

Written materials such as training curricula already in existence or other competency
models (e.g., OPM's Management Excellence Framework) can be used to gather
infonnation on labor-management partnership competencies.

For this study, structarod Interviews will be used to collect competency dats for the following

reasons:

I.

The information needed is specific to the critical tasks and functions of labor
management partnership groups (councils and committees);

2.

The information needed is most accessible by hearing from individuals who are members
of specific groups;

3.

Mailing lists of these groups are difficuh to come by, as opposed to mailing lists of union
representatives, labor relations specialists, or senior executives at large; and

4.

The attitudes of labor and management partners are easier to assess in person through
direct observation.

In addition, historical survey data from the National Partnership Council will be used as a basis
for comparison of interview data and to add another level of analysis to the research.
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II. Methodology

This section will outline the methodology that was used for the partnership competency study,
including participants, ins1rumentation, procedures, and data analysis issues.

The study design

utilized structurod interviews of a sample of labor-management psrtnership participonts to assess
the competencies required for effective partnerships.

Because of the qualitative design of the

study, the interview data an, compared to quantitative survey data compiled by the NPC to add
another level of analysis and to better understand the reliability/validity of interview data.

Because of the partnership frameworl< outlined by Executive Order 12871 and the subsequent
guidance disseminated by the NPC, this study specifically focuses on labor-management
partnership council/committee activities.

As outlined in the preceding section, the study explores

the tasks and functions perfonned by members of councils or committees, and draws conclusions
about partoership skills and competencies based on those tasks and functions.

So that the results of this study may be used as the basis for development of skills-building
guidance, the methodology is complimentary to current NPC direction and focus. The Council

bas expressed a desire to use the contacts made at its Skills-Building Worl<sbops to the
maximum extent possible to expand the set of tools available to labor-management psrtners.
Therefore, the target population was a subset from a group of200 individuals who attended the
Council's partnership workshops in 1998.

Participants
Defining a limited target population based on NPC workshop participaots not only satisfies the

NPC's desires, but it also resolves a greater recruitment challenge.

Individual partnership

participaots are difficult to identify because they are nominated or appointed by agencies and

unions to serve on councils and committees at all levels of government

Due to the sheer size of

the government and most individual departments, as well as high turnover rates among

partnership council members, there is no database, list, or single source of infonnation
containing the names of individual partoers. The only means of contacting partnership
participaots would be to contact the appropriate representative within each agency and ask for a
list names and phone numbers of participaots.

Agencies may not be willing to release individual

names, and each agency manages its partnership differently, so the process could take

considerable time.

Therefore, because of the decentralized nature of partoerships and the desire of the NPC to
continue to partner with worl<shop attendees, study participaots consisted of a selected group of
individuals recruited from the 200 representativea who attended the worl<shops. Rudestam and

Newton refer to this type of sample as a "convenience" sample, and one that is appropriate for
qualitative research.

(Rudestam and Newton, 1992)

Individual participaots were selected from the overall population of200 based on a
predetermined set of criteria, as outlined in the following section. The total target population

consisted of ten individuals in order to maximi7.e opportunities for important issues to be raised
and meaningful conclusions to be drawn, while minimizing wmecessary duplication of efforts.
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A sample often participants was systematically drawn from a list of200 individuals who

attended the three National Portncrship Council Skills-Building Worl<shops in 1998.

Tho

researcher grouped the list of200 potential participants into categories that fulfilled each of the
criteria below, and then randomly selected participants from each category.

Breaking down the

list of 200 into demographic groups and randomly selecting participants from within those
groups helped prevent researcher subjectivity from aff
ecting the selection process, and ensured
that balance was achieved in terms of labor and management participation, agency si2'A, and

location, etc. Tho specific steps used to identify and recruit participants arc ootlined in the
procedures section below.

Selection Criteria I Qemograpbic Targets
The target population f
or this study included current participants in labor-management
partnerships in executive branch agencies.

The following defiuition of partnership participants

was used:

Participants in partnership activities who are members oflabor-management partnership

councils or committees, members of sub-councils and sub-committees, or members of
similar groups sponsored by a partnership council or committee.

Initial participant recruiting and screening was done by telephone using a script (Appendix C).
Interview participants were selected to ensure that they came from differing backgrounds. Both
the telephone recruiting script and an interview questioning route (Appendix D) included

background or demographic questions. The following criteria were applied during the screening
process to determine suitability of the participant:

1.

Participants must be active partners in partnership councllscommlnees, and must have
been active for at least tho past ycsr.

2.

No two interview participants can come from tho same department/agency/activity/union.

3.

Participants must be willing to openly discuss partnership processes and issues occurring
at their location.

Screening also ensured balance in rcprescntation between labor and management Five
participants were chosen from each category.

Results of the interviews were not compared

among the two groups due to the small number of participants.

However, results from National

Partnership Council survey research were used as a background for the analysis of the interview

data (see Data Analysis section on page 26).

Instrumentation;

Structured Interviews

Tho structured interview method is an in-depth data gathering method that allows large amounts
of qualitstive data to be gathered from a relatively small target population.

It was attractive for

the purposes of this study because it is ideal for exploring actual experiences in partnership, and
is a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of processes occurring in local
contexts.

The structured interview has a relatively high degree of reliability in terms of producing

consistent results as long as the researcher is able to construct questions that elicit open and
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honest responses. This researcher has had considerable experience conducting interviews, f
ocus
groups, and in facilitating labor-management discussions and work groups. Additionally, the
researcher pilot-tested the interview questions on one labor and one management partner to
ensure that the questions were clear, easy to understand, and not misleading in any way.

Thirteen interview questions were applied to each interview participant in order to yield answers

that could then be lranslated into the critical tasks and functions performed by partnership

councils.

These tasks and functions were then translated into a partnership competency

framework.

Each interview took approximately 45 minutes to one hour.

The interview questioning route included questions on the structure and characteristics of the
partnership, as well as questions regarding the participant's role and experience. It also included

questions on keys to success, barriers to partnership, lessons learned, communication and group
process issues, and partnership evaluation.

The s1ructured interview yielded qualitative information, based on the perceptions of labor
management partners, about:

•

participants' personal experience with partnership and the type and level of their
partnership;

•

the elements of success related to the participants' partnership efforts;

•

the operational aspects and critical tasks of partnership from each individual's own
experience;

•

problems experienced by partnerships, and possible skill gaps relating to those

barriers; and

•

training advice on areas that need more attention.

Procedures
After grouping the list of 200 potential participants into cstegories based on the criteria above,

the researcher randomly chose potential participants from among the cstegories.

The potential

participants were initially contacted by telephone to determine their willingness and interest in
participating in the study, as well as to ensure thst they were still active participants in labor·
management partnerships. The telephone script was not only used to recmit participants, but

also to help creste a positive rapport with participants so they felt free to share their personal
thoughts and views.

During the initial phone call, the researcher introduced herself and the research project, asked

several screening questions, and scheduled a date and time for an interview.

During both the screening call and the interview itself, the researcher ensured the participants
that confidentiality would be ensured, and that no results would be attributed to individuals or

organizations. Rather, they would be analyzed and presented in the aggregate.
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Because the participants were federal employees, their only incentive was the opportunity to
share their personal experiences and views and to participate in a project that would help

determine the competencies necessary f
or effective partnerships. The telephone script clarified
that participation was voluntary and that there was no monetary or other tangible incentive.

The interviewer conducted the same structured interview with each participant to ensure a

common basis for analysis of the results.

Data

An1lysis

Prirnaiy and secondary sources of infonnation employed in this study included both qualitative
and quantitative data. They are:

•

Primary data from interviews with labor-management partners.

•

Secondary data from the National Pa,tnership Council's annual Report to the President.

Qualitative analysis of the interviews consisted of data appearing in words rather than numbers.
The dats was processed before being ready for use, but remained words.

The researcher

attempted to analyze the dats by reducing findings, displaying results, and drawing conclusions

based on those results.

The qualitative dats analysis approach outlined by Rudestarn and Newton was used in that the

researcher used inductive reasoning to compare, ''unitize" and "categoriz.e" units of infonnation
from the interviews.

(Rudestsm and Newton, 1992) Results ore reported by providing a

conceptual definition of the meaning of a category, followed by relevant quotes from the
interviews that illustrate the definition.

The quantitative NPC dats consist of responses to governlnent wide surveys issued during 1996
and 1997.

These dats are used as a background for the analysis of the interview data, and

provide a basis for comparison of interview :findings.
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lnkrview Rtslllts

This section provides an overview of the results of the interviews, highlighting whenever
possible the differences and similarities between responses of labor and management
participants. The interview results described in this chapter will be compared to National
Partnelsbip Council survey researeh findings and used to define a partnership competency

framework in the following chapter, Conclusions and Reccmmendations.

Five union and five management representatives were interviewed over a two-week time period.
A total of thirteen questions were asked in a structured interview format
an interview questioning route (Appendix D).

The interviewer used

Each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes

to an hour.

Overall, interview participants were extremely enthusiastic and eager to share their experiences
about partnership. A number of participants asked whether the National Partnership Council
would host additional skills-building workshops in the future, stating that they were greatly
needed. A number of interviewees said that they would ofter any help they could to identify
skills and training needs.

This chapter is organized according to the cstegories of questions that were asked of the
participants. The questions and corresponding categories ate as follows:

•

Questions I· 7:

Brief background questions that yielded information on the participants'

personal experience with partnership and the type and level of their partnership;

•

Questions 8·9:

Outcome-related questions that yielded infonnation on the elements of

success related to the participants' partnership efforts;

•

Question I 0:

A process question that was used to fully explore the operational aspects of

partnership from each individual's own experience;

•

Questions 11-12:

Questions that related to problems experienced by partnerships, and which

were intended to elicit possible skill gaps; and

•

Question 13:

A question that asked for training advice from participants to identify skill gaps

or competency areas that need more attention.

Responsg

L

to Intffyiew

Questions - By Category

Partkipant Backgro"nd

Oandou 1· 7: Questions one

through seven elicited background information on the

participants' partnerships and their own experience/'mvolvement in those partnerships.
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BrkfSrunmary/Key Poillts

All interviewees were active participants in labor-management partnership activities.

Individuals

not meeting this profile were screened out during the participant recruiting process to ensure thst
participants could speak from their own direct experieoce. Most interview subjects were
members of partnership councils or committees at the local or bargaining unit level, although
some served on both agency level councils and local level worldng groups.

The partnerships with which the interviewees are associated have been in existence for varying

lengths of time. Most participants reported thst their partnership efforts were begun in 1994,
shortly after the issuance of Executive Order 12871, Labor-Management Partnerships.

One

participant reported that his agency's labor-management partnership had been in existence prior
to the Executive Order, and two reported thst their partnerships did not begin until 1995.

The

length of time the participants' partnerships have been in existence is significant because it

assures that all interviewees are involved in partnership councils.lcommittees that are at least
somewhat well established. It does not imply that the partnerships are effective or even
functional. It indicates that, at least from an organizational standpoint, the inatitutional
relationships have been explored and initiated.

It is likely, therefore, thst partnership is not a

brand new concept to the participants and their colleagues in their agencies or unions.

Participants reported thst their partnership councils ranged in siz.e from six to twenty individuals.

There were two participants whose partnership councils were larger (more than twelve
participants) than the others. They noted thst their councils existed at the agency level while a
committee or worldng group structure existed beneath the agency level. One individual

commented that this structure works well because more activity takes place within lower level
councils, and thst the agency partnership councils are mainly leadership bodies.

Most of the participants' councils meet on a regular basis, with regularly scheduled monthly

meetings being the most common.

There were some interviewees who said that their councils

meet on an es-needed basis, and that many issues are worked out on an infonnal basis, thus
leasening the need for regular meetings.

The types of issues discussed by the participants'

partnerships ranged from traditional collective bargaining issues already outlined in their
collective bargaining agreements, to "management" issues such as customer service and quality.

II.

Outcome-1/datd Questions

Questions eight and nine focused on outcomes attributable to partnership.

These questions

yielded information on the elements of success related to the participants' partnership efforts, as
swtllI1.8I'iz.ed in the following two sections.

Qu.gtiqn 8;

Though there is no one definition of the ideal partnership that is sure to work in

every organization, how would you describe a highly successful partnership?
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BrkfSrun,nary!Key Points

The responses to question eight revealed a common theme-· that partnership's goal is not
partnership f
or the sake of partnership, or even being able to say you are in compliance with the
Executive Order. On the contrary, partnership is a process thst is focused on outcomes- both

for the union and the agency.

The partnership relationship is ongoing (i.e., it is never fully

"achieved" but must constantly be worked at) and challenging at times, but is one in which labor
and management openly discuss issues, engage in pre-decisional information sharing, understand
each others interests, end menage conflict.

The latter inevitably arises, and several individuals

noted that partnership is not always "rosy."

According to both labor end management, the key requirements of a highly successful
partnership are commitment to the process; a clear understanding of roles and responsibilities of
the parties; defining the partnership's purpose; open and honest sharing of information; and

effective communication.

Although not a tangible "skill" or "competency," many of the

interviewees noted that trust is a key ingredient of successful partnerships.

A number of participants stated that highly successful partnerships do not result from simply
drafting a partnership agreement or forming a partnership council.

Rather, partnership results

when those who have a stake in improving the labor-management relationship join forces to
mutually determine processes for addressing issues.

Participants said that as they began the

partnership process, there was a substantial change in the way the dialogue between labor and
management was occurring. In the past they had approached one another only ifthere was a
problem, usually in the form of an unfair labor practice or a grievance. As labor and
management began stePping out of their traditional roles, according to one participant, the

change became a very personal experience: "I started to find out that the people on the other side
are human beings."

It is clear from the interviews that a highly successful partnership ensnres that early on in the

process, clarity is achieved in goals and objectives that are arrived at through joint exploration
and consensus. These areas are discussed further under Question 10, below.

While several

interviewees said that common goals were essential to successful partnerships, others reiterated
that it is how the parties menage their differences that determines whether there is a true

partnership.

As one participant put it, "Sometimes you don't have common goals, but how you

manage those differences determines whether you have a true partnership."

One union participant felt that buy-In at all levels was a requirement for the success of
partnerships. A management representative noted that the parties need to take ownership of their
decisions, that the sharing of information leads to truat, and that partnership is successful only

when both sides believe in it and when they have a clear purpose for engaging in the process.
Another key point raised was that the day-to-day operational characteristics that the parties live

under determine whether the partnership is a success, not the by-laws or the wording of the
partnership agreement

Union representatives noted that partnership failed where it was "imposed," and that a sort of
stigma was attached to partnership as a formal program or formal council. The key is having
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partnership integrated into the activity rather than segmented on its own.

For example, one

agency started out with an umbrella concept for their partnership council.

When it became

apparent that this model was unworkable, they broke the partnership into smaller groups or units,
where each group answers directly to headquarters and has representation on the agency council.
This ensured that the partnership reached all levels of the agency and remained close to the
employees, their union stewards, and the work processes. Another person also gave an example
of a subgroup system that accomplishes tasks between formal partnership council meetings.

One management participant responded that a highly successful partnership is one where line

employees and line supervisors understand what partnership is, noting that in highly successful
partnerships there is a balance of resources between union and management with regard to the
process.

Ouostlon

9;

How do you think an organization should go about forging a highly successful

partnership? What elements of success can you identify, and what are the steps you have to take
to get there?

Bmf Summary/Key Points

Several comm.on themes came from question nine, including an open attitude or desire to do
partnership on the part of all parties concerned, especially top level managers and union elected
officials.

Open communication and information sharing ("both in between meetings and during

meetings"), pre-decisional involvement of the union in management decisions, and joint training
of the parties early on were other themes that emerged.

Virtually everyone interviewed recognized one element of success as concentrating on the
interpersonal relationships within the partnership.

Participants said that it has to be known by

everyone in the group that it is acceptable to take risks.

Some noted that it is critical to have the

stakeholders, the ''right people," in the room to build these relationships.

When it comes to

partnership, not only top,-level managers but line roanagers and program managers have to take
charge of the labor-management relationship.

Although the majority of interviewees felt that in order to forge a successful partnership there
must be support and buy-in from the principle partners, there were a few participants who did not
feel upper level support was a necessary ingredient for success.

They said that successful

partnership comes about through the education process. It helps to have top down commitment,
but it is impossible to force an attitude or force people to be partners.

One participant noted that

partnership has to come from the grass roots level rather than from on top, and another
participant felt that the people at the table have to possess the authority and clout to make it an
effective partnership. This brings with it the authority for the partnership council to make

decisions.

Several interviewees reported that their partnerships had brought in a facilitator to help them
clarify goals and work on interpersonal skills.

people "do" partnership.

One gentleman said that it is impossible to make

People have to buy in to the concept

He noted that neutrals are helpful

because they introduce the parties to concepts such as "What's in it for me?" and "What benefits
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are there for the agency?' Another person felt that third party neutrals are influential in getting
the right people in the room.

Another key element of success identified by the participants was communication on several
levels, including communication with front line employees and increasing levels of

communication and undo� between labor and management One notion that surfaced

was that communication sbould be formal. Partnerships should find ways of directly sharing
points of view and infonnation rather than relying solely on inf
ormal channels.

Participants

noted that formal communication expands views and increases trust within the organization.

A number of union participants alluded to the notion that it is vital not to get "too f
ar out in

front" of the workers without continuous explanation of what is going on in partnership. They
noted the importance of meeting frequently to discuss issues and publicizing achievements.

One

participant said that her partnership council uses internet technology to allow wide access to

information and to allow employees to communicate directly with management or the union to
get lnfonnation or give ideas.

Several participants discussed challenges related to communication.

Some, particularly union

representatives, felt that port of the success of partnership is in the process itself and in breaking
the work down to get people involved.
gets accomplished in the workplace.

In other words, the real measure of partnership is what

They gave examples of ad hoc teams that make decisions

about workplace processes and issues.

A "catch-22" situation results, however, when councils

try to get people involved so they can get results.

Employees may not buy in and become

involved until they see tangible results from the partnership.

One participant summarl,.ed this

notion in the statement, "You have to learn what your partner needs to stay alive.

Management

needs to know that unions are political organizations and they get elected every year.

The union

needs to realize what management's needs are."

The necessity of open infonnation sharing among the parties was a theme that ran through all of

the interviews.

One issue that arose was at what point management should share information.

A

number of union participants asked whether information is truly pre-decisional or whether it is
presented to the union only after management has "ironed out all the wrinkles." Union
participants felt that management should inform them right away when changes come up, even if
no formal meeting is scheduled.

If infonnation is shared early and up front, impsct and

implementation bargaining may be avoided down the road. The early sharing of informstion
among the parties creates the trust and respect necessary for partnership.

Ill

Quntion Related to Partnership Operations

Ope,tlon 1O: Describe a typical partnership council meeting. What are the critical tasks and
functions that the group performs or that you perfonn?

BmfSrunma,y/Key Points

Participants offered a rich amount of information on the tasks and functions performed by their
partnership councils.

Many focused on the "startup" processes that partnership councils go
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through. They noted that assessing readiness for partnership is a key process in which the psrties

address questions such as:

Who should be involved in a labor-management partnership's

strategic planning process? The partnership council? Representatives or designees of the
council? Or both?

Where and how often will they meet? How will agendas be set?

What

groundrules will the group abide by? How will buy-in and commitment to the partnership be
secured from the psrties' coostituencies? These questioos are ones frequently confronted by
partners in the beginning stages of partnership, and they must be resolved up front and esrly in
the process.

The tasks associated with the startup phase revolve around defining the group's mission. Labor
and management representatives' tasks center on developing a partnership agreement that

addresses who the group is (membership issues), what the group's reason for existence is
(guiding principles or vision), and what issues the group will address (defining issues and
interests). Interviewees noted that they spend time discussing the group's values, and actually
documenting the core principles and precepts that they, as partners, will work under.

Several

people noted that developing goals and objectives and managing the partnership process were the
most difficult tasks.

These tasks often culminate in a partnership agreement or similar docwnent.

One psrticipant told of the tasks that his partnership goes through, especially as new members or

new leadership come on board.

The members ensure that in meetings all viewpoints, conflicts,

and concerns that hinder and help a productive relatiooship are Identified.

The members identify

ways to address these viewpoints, concerns, and conflicts. They develop an action plan to
implement solutions.

All the time the goal is to build a mutually beneficial working relationship.

Participants mentioned a number of tools used by their groups during the partnership process.
Nesrly all interviewees said that they have used brsinstonning in partnership meetings.

Consensus decision making was also noted as a means of achieving shared vision and
commitment.

Several individuals noted that consensus decision making was challenging because

it is often difficult to get consensus agreement on a difficult issue.

Again, good commuuication skills were highlighted as essential partnership skills.

Feedback is

used by labor-management partners to clarify, re-focus the group, and facilitate the overall
process.

Two other areas that were noted in the interviews were the use of groundrules and

interest-based problem solving.

Groundrules are used by partners because they serve the

functions of equalizing the power and status of members; helping the group reach outcomes
more efficiently; helping achieve effective interpersonal dynamics; and enhancing self
awareness.

Interest-based problem solving, referred to by interviewees by a variety of titles such as interest
based bargi,ining OBB), interest-based negotiations, and win-win bargi,ining.
function perfonned by labor-management partnership councils.
process are:

1.

Select an issue

2.

Identify interests

3.

Generate options
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A common task or

The steps involved in this

4.

Establish criteria to evaluate options

5.

Evaluate options against the criteria

6.

Develop solutions

Several participants alluded to common problems with using !BB, and one said that it had

hindered progress.

Managers may feel they have to take an unyielding approach to using !BB to

demonstrate "good faith" or good intentions because they f
ear being judged by the union as a
non-partner.

Interviewees also mentioned that lack of skill in this area is often a problem when

there are unclear interests and the process turns into "block voting" or vetoing; when issues are
reintroduced because a party "didn't really get what they wanted" (thereby eroding trust); and
when the parties have difficulty with the mechanics of completing each step in the process.

Jv.

Questions RdaJed to Problems Experienced by Partnerships

Questions eleven and twelve related to problems experienced by partnerships, and focused on
challenges and skill gaps that may lead to those problems.

These two questions are analyzed

together because question twelve is a followup to question eleven.

Question 11;

Think back to the most challenging times you've had in partnership.

What were

the barriers to partnership you experienced?

Question 12;

In retrospect, how could you have overcome each of the barriers you just

mentioned?

BriefSummary/Key Points

Common responses to the question of what barriers there are to partnership included overcoming
traditional attitudes, lack of commitment from the top, lack of inclusion of middle managers, and
resistance to sharing power.

Several management representatives had unique perspectives on barriers to partnership.

outlined a number of issues, and again communication was a main theme.

partnership challenges is geography.

They

One of the major

Pre-decisional involvement is difficult in a practical sense

for both management and the union because getting local input into headquarters decisions can
be a logistical challenge.

Participants also pointed out that finding a role for a national headquarters level partnership

council in local issues, and knowing at what point local issues become national issues, are
problems they grapple with.

Perceptions at the local level may be that authority is being usurped

and national decisions will be binding for local organizations.

One participant said that

headquarters probably cannot define a common role for partnership, but that it has to be done by

each local and at lower organizational levels.

The key for the parties is to try to find ways to

communicate without adding layers and bureaucracy. For example, one union interviewee said
that a barrier, especially at higher levels of government, has been detennining the role of non
unit employees in partnership.
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Another overarching theme was that 1rust in itself is a big roadblock, aod that the best way to
approach parlnership is to "take baby steps" aod "take the long view" because results will take
time.

Participants emphasiud that much of their role is guiding rather thao mandating.

One

peraon said his partnership is "the cheerleader" aod champions issues, and that a big part of their

effort focuses on publicizing successes.

One theme that rao throughout the interviews was that maoy of the problems experienced by the
parties derived from the fact that they were unable to come up with a mutual definition of
partnership.

Many groups said they spent a lot of time and energy focusing on what

"partnership" means, whether it meant

true

equality or equal accountability.

Participants said

that the concept of "equal partnership" can be a roadblock when the parties do not clearly define

the parameters of parlnership and the roles oflabor and management.

A union representative succinctly verbalit.ed a concern that is shared among her colleagues.

When agencies began partnering, she said, union members felt on one extreme that co
management would exist, aod on the other extreme that they would lose their ability to me

complaints.

Another union representative noted that often times employees feel that they will

have a chance to make decisions about how the organization will operate, aod it does not always
happen. Other participants said that management, particularly middle and lower managoment,

may feel they are losing control aod that upper management "is giving the shop away to the
union."

Rising expectations often lead to problems in partnership as employees' needs are not met. One

person noted that his agency had done a number of surveys for the partnership effort. The
partnership council did not follow up or give feedback to the employees, nor did it respond to

complaints.

Participants said that some of these problems can be alleviated through good communication and
up front consensus on what the scope of the partnership will be.

One participant felt that

sometimes it is better not to tackle the issue of"Are we decision-making or are we advisory?"
right up front.

He said that if partnerships come up with quality recommendations and work

hard, they will begin to solve this "chicken & egg" issue, and that it will essentially become a

non-issue.

Other suggestions were the use of facilitation within the process, listening with an

open mind to one another, and "putting away the words and working through the process."

There was much discussion centering on the relationship between partnership and traditional

labor relations and collective bargaining.

It was voiced very strongly in some interviews that

there are statutory problems in that the current labor relations statute does not support partnership

and is "set up to be adversarial and litigious." There was also commentary that the wording of
the Executive Order vis-a-vis bargaining is vague and that in some cases parties have been

spending most of their.time arguing over whether topics fall under the permissive subjects that
agencies must partner on under the Executive Order.

Two participants said that if the parties could not agree through consensus on an issue then they
would f
all back on traditional position-based bargaining.

One participant explained that in his

partnership council if decisions cannot be made through consensus, then the group moves on to
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other issues or holds discussions off line. He said this prevents the parties from being put into a
position where they could be coerced into making a decision.

Often times, if a decision is made

at a partnership meeting, the decision on how to implement will be put off until a subsequent

meeting so that the union bas time to take the issue back to their membership.

Many participants spoke of failnre of partnerships to get bny-in and trust from middle managers.

They said that as councils have formed, they have for the most part been made up of senior level
management, political appointees and union leaders.

Mid-level managers have been left out of

the process.

Another recurring challenge was when new members, particularly management members, come
into the partnership.

Several interviewees said that changing personalities is a constant barrier.

Turnover is a barrier because partnerships are faced with starting over in building trust and

relationships.

Two managers indicated that the unions need to talk to their members to educate

them along the way and that headqnarters level partnerships have a role in providing continual
training, especially for top and middle level managers.

Overall in terms of dealing with these issues, participants felt that improved communication,
training in and use of the interest-based process, and getting the parties to buy in before they

enter the process have been useful.

V.

(l1UStion RelaJed to Training

Question 13:

Based on yom experience, what is the best advice you could offer about training

in partnership?

BriefSummary/Key Points

Overwhelmingly, participants felt that some fonn of partnership training is essential for a
successful partnership. Although strategies for training differed among partnerships, there was
widespread consensus that interest-based bargaining (!BB) is a key component of partnership
training and provides parties the necessary tools to do partnership.

The participants felt thatjoint partnership training is essential, and that joint planning for training

yields the best results.

Some said training should be done up front·· before the partnership

begins drafting a charter, that it should be mandatory, and that it should be intense and fonnal.

Others reported success with no fonnal training at all.

One person stated that rigid agendas for

partnership training restrict creativity.

Repeated or refresher training and a model called "just-in-time" training, where the parties
receive training only in those areas that are necessary to meet their specific needs at a given time,
were among the models used by the participants' partnerships. According to one individual,
training can be used to deal with turnover and bring new members "up to snuff."

Three interviewees said that there is no one model of training that fits every partnership because
expectations and people are different. Before planning training, the parties must ask themselves,
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"Where are we going?" One interviewee felt that partnership "training" is a misnomer; that it is
more a process of facilitation, a process of advocacy and education, rather than skills training.

Participants noted 1hat the emphasis on 1raining bas been more on relationship building instead of
on the process, and 1hat interest-based and other skills must go along with relationship building.
They are equally important,

One area of training that was specifically mentioned was budget and

the factors 1hat drive the budget process.

Participants raised the issne of who should be trained. Mid-level managers, they noted, are a
critical group 1hat Is normally overlooked in partnership 1raining.

Often times only the union and

upper management are trained.

One person told how his agency bas changed the delivery oflabor relations 1raining for
supervisors and msnagers.

Training bas gone from delivery by labor relations personnel to joint

delivery by labor relations staff and the union chapter presidents.

"Rather than differentiating

between management and bsrring the unit, we're lumping them together now and we together

give all of our training- even to the extent that we'll work on our scripts beforehand.
as one body, two voices."
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We work

Conclusions and Reco111111endations

Although it is well known among labor relatioos professionals that the key to success in labor

management relations is a commitment to cooperation, and that partnership and teamwork. are
necessmy to achieve that commitment, adequate attention has not been paid to the overall
competencies required for truly effective partnerships.

This study has attempted to define a

partnership competency framework that may serve as the basis f
or a skills-building publication

or partnership training curriculum.

It may also serve on its own as a practical guideline for

agencies or individuals to identify training objectives that must be met in their own
crganizetioas.

This section provides conclusions based on the interview results, and provides

recommendations for next steps that may be tabn to further define and reinforce partnership

competencies across the government

Conclusions

It is clear from both the litersture review and the interviews that group tasks dictate the tools and
strategies osed by a group.

Because a variety of tasks face labor-management partners, certain

performance strategies are required for effective labor-management partnerships.

Labor

management groups address a variety of issues that fall along a wide spectrum. According to
scholars, depending on the sophistication of the organi,.ation and its members, labor
management groups may address innnediate workenworkplace (traditional ''union") issues, or
they may address an lllTllY of bottom-line and mission-critical (traditional "management") issues.
When groups focus on the 1-, each member of the group must be prepared to use classic

"management" skills and competencies to be an effective participant in the process.

This

conclusion expressed in the scholarly literature is reinforced by the results of this study.

As shown in the table on page 17, federal labor-management partners address a variety of non

traditional issues such as procurement, privatimtion, budget issues, and downsizing.

It is

because of these tasks that labor-management partners must have techuical competence in a wide

variety of areas. Using the OPM model of management competencies, it becomes clear that
several competencies within the :framework may be juxtaposed onto labor-management groups to
define the competencies required by both labor and management for partnership success:

Selected OPM Management Competencies (OPM, 1990)

Level 1:

Buie Competencies

techuical competence (procedures, regulations, etc.)

Level 2:

Supervisory Competencies

managing diverse workforce

human resource management

Level 3:

Managerial Competencies

financial development
client orientation
technology management
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management controls/integrity

Level 4:

Executive Competencies

vision
external awareness

To the above list, one might add competence in the statutory framework f
or labor relations and
collective bargaining.

Interview participants noted that the relationship between parlnership and

traditional collective bargaining must be addressed early on in the parties' relationship.

What if

the parties cannot agree through consensus on an issue? Do they fall back on traditional
position-based bargaining? There is evidence that the parties still need to know their rights and

responsibilities under the law in order to have a successful partnership.

In addition to technical competence in traditional "management" areas and areas linked to

strategic agency issues, there is clear indication from the interviews that effective group
dynamics and group processes are required f
or successful parlnerships.

For partnerships to

operate successfully, there are a number of skills that are important for individual members, and
the overall group, to develop.

These skills center on tasks that the group must perf
orm to get the

job done. They also center on individual members' ability to maintain effective communications

and interaction.

For the purposes of this study, a task analysis approach using structured interviews as a data
collection instrument was used. The task analysis approach was used because: there are

commonalities among all partnership councils vis-e-vls their structures and metnbership; because
the NPC has conducted research on the types of tasks performed and the types of training needed
and utilized by pannership councils; and because the desired result of this study is a body of

work that communicates specific competencies required f
or effective partnerships.

Historical

survey data from the NPC is used as a basis for comparison of interview data and to add another
level of analysis to the research.

Through the interviews, several themes emerged that reflect the critical tasks and functions
performed by partnership councils and committees.
detennine

From these categories, it is possible to

the specific skills and competencies that members must have in order to be effective

partners:

partneghip

Council Tuks

•

Effective Planning

•

Effective Meetings

pd

•

Group Problem-Solving

•

Effective Decision-Making

Functions:

•

Commtmicating with Individuals

•

Interpersonal Skills

•

Partnership Evaluation

and Groups Outside the Council
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Swvey research conducted by the National Partnership Cooncil roinforces several of these
themes. Labor-management partners surveyed in 199S responded that groop proceues such as
interest-based bargaining, team-building, conflict manegoment, groop facilitation, and eliciting
employee involvement are amoogthe top types oftraining =eived by lobor-management
partners.

Training Received for Labor-Management
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Of the types oftraining received by labor-management partnen, interest-bued bargaining, group
facilitation, and conflict management w... ranked as the ma.t useful:

Usefulness of Partnenhip Training Received
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Respondents to the NPC survey indicated that the most needed type oftraining wu training oo
the roles and responsibilities ofpartnership council members, a finding that was stroogly
supported by the interviews. Participants in the interviews pointed oot that finding a role for a

national h............. level partoership council in local issues, and knowing at what point local
issues become national issues, are problems they grapple with.

Anod!er challenge discussed in

the interviews wu ddfflnining the role of middle managers and DOIM>&J8lining unit employ
in the partoenbip.
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The NPC data reflect the types of training that are needed for effective labor-management
pa11nerships, acconling to those who are directly involved in the process.

If training is a

reflection of knowledge, skills and abilities required of pal1nership participants, then the survey
data are an indication that the interview results, at least in terms of the broad themes that

emerged, are at least somewhat reliable.

From the interviews however, a detailed pal1nership

competency framework emerges that addresses the critical tasks and functions performed by
partnership councils. The framework serves as a sort of"menu" of1he areas that labor and

management should focus on as they enter into a pal1nership relationship, as well as dnring the
life of the pa11nership:

PARTNERSHIP COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK

Critical Tasks and
Functions Performed
Related Council Member Competencies
by Partnership
Councils
a.

Understanding roles and responsibilities of members
of the group.

b.

Discussing the expectations of the pal1nership.

c.

Creating a vision for the partnership.

d.

Clarifying the purpose and mlsslon of the
partnership,

Effective Planning
e.
f.

Selling group goals and objectives.
Developing action plans and designating who will be
responsible for implementing parts of the plan.

g.

Establishing evaluation measures to measure
progress.

h.

Clarifying structure and relationship with other
organizatlonal entities and constituents.

Effective Meetings

i.

M"Moino oroanizational

a.

Setting agendas and clarifying meeting objectives.

b.

Setting groundrules.

c.

Motivating others inside and outside the group.

d.

Preparing for meeting subject matter in advance.

e.

Eliciting viewpoints and infonnation, and giving

f.

Implementing decisions and following up.

2,

M•k;no use of facilitators.

.

feedbsck dnring meetings.
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a.

Applying interest-based and other group problem
solving models.

b.

Weighing all the issues and listening/understanding

others' interests behind the issues.
Group Problem-Solving

c.

Considering all viewpoints and developing options.

d.

Using problem-solving tools:
Brainstorming
Force-field analysis
cause-and-effect analysis
Nominal aroue techniaue

a.

Developing a definition and a process for pre-

b.

Applying consensus decision-making techniques.

c.

Negotiating.

d.

Usina evervone's information and vi-int.

decisional involvement.
Effective Decision-Making

a.

Keeping all employees in the organization informed
about the partnership's progress.

Communicating with

Individuals and Groups

b.

Developing two.way communication strategies.

Outside the Council

c.

Using effective communication strategies (e.g., the
Internet\.

Interpersonal Skills

a.

Effective articulation of constituency's needs.

b.

Participating fully in discussions.

c.

Effective listening.

d.

Giving and receiving feedback.

e.

Working with resistance and managing conflict.

f.

Assisting others in contributing/eliciting ideas.

g.

Operating as a team member.

h.

Understandlnz differences in peesonal stvle.

a.

Continually assessing and maintaining member skills.

b.

Jointly developing an evaluation model for

c.

Developing performance measures.

d.

Asseasing and reporting partnership's effect on

partnership efforts.
Partnership Evaluation

improving organiZJltional performance (increased

productivity, improved customer service, cost
savings, better relations among management and
workers

etc.),

Recommendations

Although much anecdotal information about partnership exists, the Federal government is still in
need of a systematic approach to partnership skill determination.

first step in that direction.

This study was intended to be a

It has attempted to identify the competencies (knowledge, skills and

abilities) required for effective partnerships.
Partoership Competency Framework.

It used structured interviews to develop a

The frameworlc reflects the critical tasks and functions of
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labor-management partnership councils, as well as the content or nature of labor-management

partnership (responsibilities, roles, end functions of the parties).

Although many of the skills and competeocies necessary for effective partnership have now been
identified, additional research into this area should be conducted. A mere ten interviews cannot
captnre or validate all the labor-management partnership competeocies that exist

The

framewoit simply exists as a practical guideline f
or agencies or individuals to Identify training
objectives that must be met in their own organizations.

Once labor and management

representatives have identified skill gaps and obtained partnership 1raining, they will be better
able to institutionalii.e partnership to improve agency operations end employee quality of work
life.

Furthermore, the findings rnsy be used to develop a handbook or guide to skills-building

that could be published by groups such as the National Partnership Council or agency partnership
councils to support and promote competency development among labor-management partners.
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Executive Order 12871

Labor-Management Partnerships, October 1, 1993
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The President

Presidential Documents

Executive Order 12871 of October I, 1993

Labor-Management Partnerships

The involvement of Federal Government employees and their union representatives is essential
to achieving the National Performance Review's Government refonn objectives. Only by

changing the nature of Federal labor-management relations so that managers, employees, and
employees' elected union representatives serve as partners will it be possible to design and

implement comprehensive changes necessary to reform Government Labor-management
partnerships will champion change in Federal Government agencies to transform them into
organizations capable of delivering the highest quality services to the American people.

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States,
including section 301 of title 3, United States Code, and in order to establish a uew form of

labor-management relations throughout the executive branch to promote the principles and
recommendations adopted as a result of the National Performance Review, it is hereby ordered:

Section I. TIIB NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL.
(a) Establishment andMembership.

There is established the National Partnership Council

("Council"). The Council shall comprise the following members appointed by the President:

(I) Director of the Office of Personuel Management ("OPM");

(2) Deputy Secretmy of Labor;

(3) Deputy Director for Management, Office of Management and Budget;

(4) Chair, Federal Labor Relations Authority;

(5) Federal Mediation and Conciliation Director;

(6) President, American Federation of Government Employees, AFLCIO;

(7) President, National Federation of Federal Employees;

(8) President, National Treasury Employees Union;

(9) Secretary-Treasurer of lho Public Employees Department, AFL-CIO; and

(10) A deputy Secretary or other officer with depsrtment or agencywide authority from two

executive departments or agencies (hereafter collectively "agency''), not otherwise represented
on the Council.

Members shall have 2-year tenns on the Council, which may be extended by the President.

(b) Responsibilities and Functions. The Council shall advise the President on matters involving

labor-management relations in the executive branch. Its activities shall include:

(I) supporting the creation of labor-mansgement partnerships and promoting partnership efforts
in the execntive branch, to the extent permitted by law;

(2) proposing to the President by January 1994 statutory changes necessary to achieve the
objectives of this order, including legislation consistent with the National Performance Review's

recommendations for the creation of a flexible and responsive hiring system and the reform of
the General Schedule classification system

(3) collecting and disseminating information about, and providing guidance on, partnership

efforts in the execntive branch, including results achieved, to the extent permitted by law

(4) utilizing the expertise of individuals both within and outside the Federal Government to

foster partnership anangements; and

(5) working with the President's Management Council toward reform consistent with the

National Performance Review's recommendations throughout the executive branch.

(c) Administration. (I) The President shall designate a member of the Council who is a full-time
Federal employee to serve as Chairperson. The responsibilities of the Chairperson shall include
scheduling meetings of the Council.

(2) Council shall seek input from nonmember Federal agencies, particularly smaller agencies. It
also may, from time to time, invite experts from the private and public sectors to submit

information. The Council shall also seek input from companies, nonprofit organizations, State
end local governments, Federal Government employees, and customers of Federal Government
services, as needed.

(3) To the extent permitted by law and subject to the availability of appropriations, OPM shall

provide such facilities, support,
and administtative services to the Council as the Director of OPM deems appropriate.

(4) Members of the Council shall serve without compensation f
or their work on the Council, but

shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by law,
for persons seeing intennittently in Government service.
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(5) All agencies shall, to the extent permitted by law, provide to the Council such assistance,

information, and advice as the Council may request.

(d) General.

(I) I have determined that the Council shall be established in compliance with the

Federal Advisory Committee Ac4 as amended (5 U.S.C. App. 2).

(2) Notwithstanding any other executive order, the functions of the President under the Federal

Advisory Committee Ac. as amended, except that of reporting to the Congress, that are
applicable to the Council, shall be performed by the Director of OPM, in accordance with
guidelines and procedures issued by the Administrator of General Services.

(3) The Council shall exist for a period of 2 years from the date of this order unless extended.

(4) Members of the Council who are not otherwise officers or employees of the Federal
Government shall serve in a representative capacity and shall not be considered special
Govenuncnt employees f
or any pwpose.

Sec. 2. IMPLEMENfATION OF LABOR-MANAGEMENf PARlNERSHIPS TIIROUGHOUI' TIIE

EXEClITTVE BRANCH. The head of each agency subject to the provisions of chapter 71 of title 5,
United States Code shall;

(a) create labor-management partnerships by fanning labor-management committees or ecuncils at
appropriate levels, or adapting existing councils or committees if such groups exist, to help ref
orm

Government;

(b) involve employees and their wtlon representatives as full partners with management rq,rcsentatives to

identify problems and craft solutions to better serve the agency's customers and mission;

(c) provide syst.ematic training of appropriate agency employees (including line managers, first line
supervisors, and union representatives who are Federal employees) in consensual mclbods of dispute

resolution, such as alternative dispute resolution techniques and interest-based bargaining approaches;

(d) negotiate over the subjects set f
orth in S U.S.C. 7106(b)(l1 and instruct subordinate officials to do the

same; and

(o) evaluate progress and improvements in orp,izational performance resulting lrom the labor

management partnerships.

Sec. 3. NO ADMINISTRATIVE ORruDICIAL REVIEW.
This order is intended only to improve the internal management of the executive branch and is not
intended to, and does not, create any right to administrative or judicial review, or any other right,
substantive or procedural, enforceable by a party against the United States, its agencies or

instrumentalities, its officers or employees, or any other person.

ls/William J. Clinton

THE WHITE HOUSli

October I, 1993
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AppendixB
National Partnership Council
1998 Strategic Action Plan

s

c Oblectives

Actions/Activities

Planning Notes

Advise the Director of

StratHic Qbjective ttl

A.

Bring higb·level attendon to

OPM on revising guidance

partnenhip issues to ensure

for implementing EO 12871.

that partnerships are being
established and working
effectively throughout the
Federal government,

B.

Gather and evaluate data,

and make recommendations
to

ensure further compliance

with Section2(a-e) ofEO
12871.
C.

Work with the National

Performance Review and the
Reinvention Impact Centers
to ensure that partnership
efforts are integral to

reinvention.
Sl!:11...tc Objective #2

A.

Continue collaboration

Identify partnership issues

with the Interagency

The Council wilt continue to use the IAO Network as a
vehicle to recruit non- mcmbel' agencies.

It will

provide a f
orum in which the Council can regularly

through task groups, and

Advisocy Group (!AG)

find ways to involve labor

Network on Partnership and

and management from

Labor-Management

communicate pa1nCnhip issues and will also broaden

agencies not represented on

Relations, and recruitment of

tbeCounciL

agency representatives from

the range of agencies the Council hears from.

the Network to participate in
NPCtask
B.

u

Continue to coordinate

with the Federal Executive

The Council could encourage the FBBs to jnclude

partnership as an initiative in their strategic plans. The
FEBs may be utilized ts an information-sharing f
orum

Boards and the Federal
f
or NPC to keep field activities informed. The Council

Executive Associations.

could continue to solicit support from the FEBs for
NPC meetings. For example, they may identify local
partnerships that may be interested in attending
meetings and also provide ideas f
or topics and
speakers f
or meetings.

C. Explore collaborative
regional involvement with
various groups.

stratHlc Oblecttye #3

Continue the Facilitation

Continue to focus on

Project and develop a

partnerships experiencing

proactive action plan to

difficulty ud help them

systematically evaluate

overcome barrien.

interventions of current

1.

Develop intake, respome. and referral processes to

work with partnerships facing challenges, including
letters, emails, phooe calls, etc.

2. Develop a referral process including third

p,rty/newal""""""" ........... """"""'ip,, and

participants in the Facilitation

mi.iversities; invite groups to particip.te in NPC

Project and assess suitability

spon,oml moo<iog,/wo,bhop,lotc.; and upd,te

resource materials to provide to participants.

of new participants.
3.

Develop a structured process for follow up and

evaluation of 1997 and 1998 participants such as a

periodic self-assessments to find out ifNPC-related or

other sources of assistance

Mre used and whether they

had a positive eff
ect on the relationship.

4. Members will receive two briefmgs.

Dates in April

and Ananff IBD.

Strategic Oblectivo

#4

A.

Provide opportunities f
or

Promote nuts-and-bolts

skills-building by sponsoring

skills-building omong labor

workshops on a variety of

I. Provide skills building scssion(s) that allow enough
time f
or full exploration of partnership issues.

Sessions could include half
-day or full day workshops

in Washington, DC or another region. Out-of-town

management partnen.

topics.

meetings should be overnight in order to provide a full
day for onsite workshop.

Plenary sessions should be

expended to allow time to address issues raised.

Participants in IUCb workshops should be limited to
intact labor-management groups, and not one labor or
one management representative.

2. Continue to collabome with academia to provide
skills-building (Note: Saves dual objective of
providing 9J)m assistance to Feden.l. partners and
stimulating research in Federal labor-management
relations.) Call upon the FLR.A and the FMCS as

resources f
or

B.

• '

'

skilJs-builAln ...

Evaluate the effectiveness

ofNPC workshops and

assistance.
C.

Find ways to share

infonnation on nuts-and-bolts

I. Develop products/luting material, ond inf
ormation

from Council events by sponsoring themed meetings
that would become the buis f
or brief Council

skills-building with those
publications.

Some possible themes:

who may not be able to attend

a. A demonstration project group could discuss lal,or.

NPC

management relations issues as they pertain to

meetings/workshops/etc.

developing new perf
ormance systems

a. National Partnership Award winners
b. New Petfonnance Systems
c.

Partnership �es to upsizinglhiring

d.

Partnctship strategics f
or the GPRA

,.

Wmkplaco Socurity (1997 actMty)

f. Telccommuting/Ftex.i.plaoe (1997 activity)

2.

Find ways to capture NPC workshops and share

them with labor-management groups that cannot attend

'-----------'------------'-"m""'"'""""-·=
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·

about how to multiolv the im�.)

S!!:!tn!c Objective #5

A.

Criteria for the 1998

Encourage partnenbips to

National Partnership Awaro

address major NPR

emphasize results.

Establish the 1998 John N. Stwdivant
National Partnership Award.

objectives, such as
Increasing dlickncy,
improving aenrice and

reducing cost.

B.

Provide partnerships with

infonnation on means of
measurement and assessment.
C.

Strengthen the link

between partnership and

agencies' implementation of
the Results Act
Stmtet:ic Qblectiv� #6
Promote partnership

A.

Gather information and

prepare a report

to

the

t. The 1998 Report could reflect a more broed-besed
rcscarch effort than in 1997.

In addition to conducting

a survey, the NPC could gather qualitative data about

through information-

President on progress in

sharing.

labor-management

pmtncrships in order to:

partnerships by December

..

1998.

� loportn<nhip

Research methods may

include a 1998 partnership

survey, an update on the

b.

compare and contrast organiz.ational

explore variances in attitudes toward

partnership (Why it isf
lSll 't w
orking in some agencies)
c.

ana1y7.c the factors that leaid to the relative

number of partnership

success or failure of patncrship

councils/agreements, and

d.

qualitative research through a

Section 2 ofEO 12871

dctenninc levels of compliance with regard to

variety of methods such as
2.

The NPC could continue to work with academia to

interviews or focus groups.
develop and administer a statistically valid survey and
other rcscarch methodologies.

(Note: Collaboration

with academia is an ovcnrching NPC goal in order to

promote ongoing resca:rclt into Federal labor·
management relations.)
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Stntteeic Objective ttt;,

Continued

B.

Host out-of-town

workshops or meetings to

1.

Maintain ongoing relationship with pmticipants in

meetings/workshops and develop a method f
or
systematic follow up with participants (both

amplify partnership messages
Facilitation Project and non-Facilitation Project).

outside of Washington.
2. Co-host meetings/workshops with universities in
order to promote academic rcscarcb. into F
edt.ral. llbor-

management relations and in order to obtain expert
assistance f
or developing and delivering skills-building
wodcshop,.

a. Cornell University

b. University ofMichigan
c. Others?

3. Find ways to share information on nutHnd-bolts
skills-building with those who may not be able to

-.! NPC moctingslwomhopslctc. (Suatcgio

Objective #4C).

4.

Extend length of meetings to full-day (overnight

travel). NPC Members could build other business
,round

C. Provide infonnation to

1.

NPC web page.

Federal agencies, unions,
2. NPC Clearinghouse distn'bution of materials.

employees, and the public on
Council activities, research,

resources, and other general
infonnation on nartnershio.
D.

Enhance written

Develop additional ''How-To" boob or publications:

communication about
1. Handbook/Toolkit/Bulletins

partnership and disseminate it
through all available media.

2. Update Partnmh;p 11,ndbool<
3. Update resources list
(training/facilitation/intervention)
4. Develop products from Council meetings and place
greater emphasis on developing themed meetings that

would become the buis f
or brief Council publications
'sec
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AppendixC
Telephone Recruiting Script

Hello

. My name is Jean Strasser and I'm calling on behalf of the National Partnership

Council as a followup to the skills-building worlcsbop you attended last

. I am conducting

interviews with selected labor and management rcprcsentatives who arc active members of partnership
councils to dctennine the skills and competencies ncccssary f
or effective partnerships. The Council may
use the information from these interviews to develop a partnership competency framework that will be the

basis f
or a skills-building handbook. The interviews arc also part of a study I am conducting as a
graduate student at the Center f
or Public Service, Seton Hall University.

I am calling to sec if you would be interested in participating in this project

The interview f
ocuses on

your experience, and the current state of partnership efforts in your organization. The interview takes

about 4S minutes to an hour. The information I gather will not be shared with anyone, but will be
combined with other interviews I am conducting and analyzing in the aggregate to look for comm.on
themas and trends.

Your confidentiality would be ensured.

If person is interested, move to next section.

If not, thank them and move on to next call.

Great As I stated, I got your name from the registration list from the National Partnership skills-building
workshop you attended in

Q:

but first I have a preliminary question before we move on.

Are you currently involved in your agencyfmstallation's partnership council? Have you been

involved at least one year? [A negative answer disqualifies them.]

If person does not meet the above criterion. explain

why he/she doea not meet the criteria and thank
himlher for his/her willingne<s to participate.

Let me tell you a little bit more about the interview.

The purpose of the interviews is to find out your

thoughts about what makes partnenhip worl<, and what skills and competencies labor and management
representatives need f
or effective partnerships. I will be interviewing five labor and five management
representatives, and use their input to develop an inventory of partnership competencies.

Although the interview results will be used to develop a skills.building handbook and in a masters,.level
research project. I ensure strict confidentiality so none of your comments will be associated with your

name or organization in any reports or papers.

You need not prepare anything in advance.

I just want to bear your personal views (with my assurance of

confidentiality, of course).

When will you be available to schedule an interview? Datc
,

Time

_

AppendixD
Interview Questioning Route

Partnership Effectiveness Interview:

Skills and Competencies Necessary for Success

Name:

Date of Interview:

Phone number:
Union (if applicable):
Agency:

[From Telephone Script/First Call:

Location:

At 1- one year experience w/partnership? YI NJ

Baclmroogd
I.

l Dem21m1hi,

Ogestions:

Are you currently a member of a partnership counciVcommittee/otber body? (Please describe the

scope of the activity).

2.

When were your partnership efforts started?

3.

What level of the organization does the partnership represent? (Headquarters, field, etc.?)

Pa!:lnrit1bil! Dmriotion:

4.

Who are the key players in yonr partnership?
[Prompts:

Union

Management

Neutral/Facilitator)

5.

How large is your partnership council/committee?

6.

How frequently do you meet?

7.

What types of issues does your partnership council/committee discuss?

51dl1s and �mHl1:ncies:
8.

Though there is no one definition of the ideal partnership that is sure to work in every organization,

9.

How do you think an organization should go about forging a highly successful partnership? (What

how would you describe a highly successful partnership?

elements of success can you identify, and what are the steps you have to take to get there?)
10. Desc;ribe a typical partnership council meeting.

What are the critical tasks and functions that the

group perfonns or that you perform?
11. Think back to the most challenging times you've had in partnership.

What were the barriers to

partnership you experienced?
[Prompt:

Were there skill deficiencies in the group that you think led to the roadblock(s)?J

12. In retrospect, how could you have overcome each of the barriers you just mentioned?

13. Based on your experience, what is the best advice you could offer about training in partnership?

